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AUTUMN VACATION CARE
AT CUBBY OOSH WAS A HIT!
Children went on amazing adventures and explored new worlds through

exciting excursions, wonderful workshops, and incredible in-service

activities. The fun never stopped! Our Cubby OOSH friends participated

in a whole range of entertaining and educational activities, from trips to

the zoo, the farm, treetops, and even a gaol, to creating yummy meals in

cooking classes, using their fantastic imagination in arts and craft,

thinking like scientists in STEM activities, and going wild in our Cubby

OOSH parties and games.

Our Sydney Cubby OOSH friends loved their trips to Taronga Zoo and

Canoelands Orchard. We were so lucky that the rain stopped and the

sun came out to play on our trip to Taronga Zoo. Over 170 Cubby OOSH

children attended and the animals sure did put on a show for them! The

children watched and learnt about their favourite animals, and were

especially fascinated by the seal show, and visiting the chimpanzees,

giraffes and gorillas. Did you know that a family of giraffes is called a

tower? It’s a very fitting name for the tallest land mammal on Earth! The

Taronga Zoo excursion was such a big day full of exploring and

excitement, the children were very pleased to be going on a relaxing trip

to the countryside for their excursion in the second week. Canoelands

Orchard allowed children to imagine what it would be like to be a farmer

for a day. To kick things off, children sat ever so quietly and completely

captivated by Farmer Jaime's bee talk. They got to taste honey which is

made by the bees who pollinate the farm. Children walked through the

orchards and handpicked mandarins to take home to their family, then

they headed off to feed the farm animals. The children especially loved

the tractor ride throughout the orchards. The Sydney excursions were fun

and informative and enjoyed by all our Cubby OOSH friends, even the

educators had a whale of a time!



It was a hot summer’s day, so we

all remembered to slip, slop, slap,

and wear our hats. The kids had

the choice of a yummy ice-cream

or a slushy to cool down. Just after

lunch, all the children from every

school came together to play a

giant game of ‘Duck Duck Goose’

with a spray bottle of water, which

got a lot of laughs and smiles,

especially when the kids were

chasing the educators around the

circle! It was an excellent

opportunity for kids from different

centres to make friends and

participate in activities as a team.

Amidst the energetic fun and

games, we also had the quiet zone

with relaxing activities. Here,

children could chill in the shade

on the big pillows provided, blow

bubbles, and chat amongst

themselves. They were also able to

try out their green thumb by

planting some seeds, which they

could bring home and watch

them grow into veggies and

flowers. Face painting was also

very popular. Children loved to

choose from designs to get

painted on their cheeks or arms.

Julianna (6) from St Kevins’ said “I

liked the face painting because

the lady painted a butterfly on my

face”. The quiet zone was the

perfect place to escape the heat

and buzz from the other events,

and to take a rest before jumping

back into the high energy

Central Coast and Hunter Cubby

OOSH friends went on some

marvellous adventures in the

autumn holidays. Cubby Toukley

went on their very first excursion

to Amazement Farm and Fun

Park, and their friends from

Cubby Killarney Vale came along

too. The children popped on their

gum boots for a muddy

adventure! The park recently

experienced flood damage,

however the team at Amazement

worked super hard to get the park

ready for the school holidays and

it did not disappoint. Everyone’s

favourite part of the day was

getting up close to the bunnies

and lambs in the petting zoo.

Children had the opportunity to

explore the park safely and

challenge each other in the

mazes.  Meanwhile, our newest

Cubby family member, Floraville,

showed us their incredible bravery

at Newcastle Treetops. The

children got on their harnesses

and walked the tightropes on the

first level of their junior course,

which they passed in a breeze!

Even one of our Cubby Floraville

educators harnessed up and tried

out one of the more daring

courses. 

The children loved seeing their

educator build up the courage

and get up amongst the trees, it

helped calm their nerves and

motivated them to try some of the

more challenging courses. The

excursion was such a hit we will

be sure to do it again in future

holidays! The highlight of the

school holidays for our Central

Coast and Hunter friends was the

trip to Maitland Gaol. All our

centres, including our friends at

King Street, stepped back in time

to explore the fascinating history

of one of Australia’s oldest gaols.

Children were given a private tour

of the facilities and were

captivated by the stories of past

prisoners while wandering around

their old cells. We learnt that the

gaol was made from sandstone

which made conditions

unbearable during the scorching

summer heat and freezing winter

cold, they didn’t even have

heating or air-conditioning! We

finished the day with exercise

drills in the exercise yard. 

Central Coast and

Hunter Cubby OOSH

friends made some

unforgettable

memories and learnt

so many interesting

things through their

thrilling excursions

during the holidays.
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Cubby OOSH would like

to thank everyone who

made this vacation care

period such an enjoyable

and memorable period

for our Cubby OOSH

children. Little People Nutrition visited our services to teach Cubby

OOSH friends valuable cooking skills. Children donned their

chef’s hats and used all their senses to make delicious

Moroccan burgers and lasagne. Our guests taught children

safe ways to chop food, and allowed them to experiment with

different ingredients and flavours. This no-pressure approach

gave children the confidence to create a meal that they were

eager to munch down. The Rocket Masterclass proved that

we have some future rocket scientists and engineers in Cubby

OOSH! Ranger Jamie showed us how to design and build a

rocket, then children put their skills to the test in a rocket

launching competition. Always a favourite among Cubby

OOSH children, our friends from Toonworld took everyone on

a cartooning adventure, letting them be the writers of their

own fantasy where imagination is the only limit. Children

learnt that the eraser is the enemy and there is no such thing

as a mistake in creativity. Finally, fun and entertaining Mr

Bamboozle visited the centres to showcase his magical

talents in a hilarious and interactive show for all ages. Our

autumn vacation care incursions were instructive and full of

energy, and were loved by all our Cubby OOSH friends!

A huge thank you to the hosts at every excursion who were so

welcoming and enthusiastic, as well as incursion guests who

captivated the attention of children and taught fun and

important lessons. Most of all, our thanks goes to the Cubby

OOSH staff for their constant professionalism, friendliness, and

passion, and for ensuring every child that attended Cubby

OOSH vacation care had a safe and fun experience. 

With a jam-packed vacation care full of excitement and

adventures, we are excited to continue the fun in our Term 2

Before and After School program. We’re taking a trip around

the globe, exploring food, culture, and history of the seven

continents including Asia, Europe, The Americas, and our very

own home, Australia. Some of our centres will also be

participating in the Wonderwhite Recycling rewards program.

Our ‘Focus On’ topic this term is all about health and safety.

We look at ways to look after your health and what to do when

stuck in an emergency, and even get some special visitors

from health professionals and emergency services. 

We can’t wait to see you there!

BACK AT SCHOOL,
WORKSHOPS WERE ENJOYED
BY ALL THE CHILDREN
ACROSS EACH ONE OF OUR
CENTRES IN NSW. 



This year, we have partnered with Ward Angels to donate gifts for

their Mother’s Day Appeal. This gives children who are currently

unwell and in hospital the chance to join in the celebrations by

gifting their Mum something special. 

Our friends at Cotton On set aside 50 of their most comfy slippers.

When we collected them from the store, we were assisted by a lovely

staff member who kindly shared her touching story with us when she

heard the slippers were for Ward Angels. 

Her daughter was admitted to Westmead Children’s Hospital after

she was diagnosed with stage 4 cancer a week prior to Mother’s Day

in 2016. On Mother's Day the people from Ward Angels guided her

daughter to a trolley filled with gift baskets and allowed her to

choose the gift pack she thought Mum would love the most. 

The Cotton On team member told us that, during a time of 

immense pain and worry, the gift given to her made her feel special

and hopeful. Her daughter felt a sense of pride and happiness about

having the opportunity to hand pick a gift for her Mum. It gave both

of them a feeling of normalcy that they needed during such a

difficult time. Cubby OOSH are proud to support the team at 

Ward Angels and all the work they do, they really are angels.

Cubby OOSH wishes all
mothers and carers in our
Cubby family a...


